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duplicate killer is a tool for outlook that will help you find and eliminate duplicate messages,
notes, emails, contacts, tasks, and appointments in your outlook pst file.duplicate killer is a

special plug-in for microsoft outlook that will help you to find duplicates in your outlook pst file. it
is designed for search and management of duplicates across all or chosen personal or public

folders on microsoft exchange or search each folder separately.program automatically processes
(eliminates, marks with a flag, moves to a folder, or deletes) duplicates of contacts, notes, e-
mails messages, tasks, and calendar items (meetings and appointments). save time by not

having to open each folder and deal with duplicates separately. customize the way of search and
recognition of duplicates (by any chosen fields) and save it into the profile that can be processed

in one click, available from the outlook toolbar. add database entries to eliminate
duplicates.apply actions to the duplicated items modified in within the chosen timeframe. use

the only duplicates folder filter. the program comes with a lifetime license with one year of free
support, updates, and upgrades. duplicate killer is a tool for outlook that will help you find and
eliminate duplicate messages, notes, emails, contacts, tasks, and appointments in your outlook
pst file. it is designed for search and management of duplicates across all or chosen personal or
public folders on microsoft exchange or search each folder separately.duplicate killer is a special
plug-in for microsoft outlook that will help you to find duplicates in your outlook pst file.program
automatically processes (eliminates, marks with a flag, moves to a folder, or deletes) duplicates
of contacts, notes, e-mails messages, tasks, and calendar items (meetings and appointments).

duplicate killer is a tool for microsoft outlook that will help you find and eliminate duplicate
messages, notes, emails, contacts, tasks, and appointments in your outlook pst file.save time by
not having to open each folder and deal with duplicates separately. customize the way of search

and recognition of duplicates (by any chosen fields) and save it into the profile that can be
processed in one click, available from the outlook toolbar. add database entries to eliminate

duplicates.apply actions to the duplicated items modified in within the chosen timeframe. use
the only duplicates folder filter. the program comes with a lifetime license with one year of free

support, updates, and upgrades.
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4team outlook duplicate remover 3.0 crack has been downloaded by our crack crew more than 1.5
million times, thus is strongly recommended as one of the most successful products on the internet.

the program is designed for a fast and easy access to all missing outlook items: attachments,
contacts and calendars, user-friendly graphic interface, preset window for many common tasks, etc.

detect duplicate contacts and attachments in outlook. 4team duplicate remover quickly lists
duplicate emails and contacts to make it easy to delete them. the tool scans email and contacts and

then provides a detailed report with a list of all found and not found contacts and emails to you.
manage duplicates with a full-featured tool that allows you to delete selected contacts and folders or

remove duplicate contacts and attachments from a specified folder. 4team duplicate remover 2.5
performs advanced searches in folders and across the file system to locate and remove duplicate
files and folders. duplicates can be found regardless of size or content, and the user can choose to

delete found files and folders at once, or mark found files as delete and schedule them to be deleted
at a later time. the duplicates tool allows users to examine each found file's size, change its size,

copy the file, move it to another folder, change properties like read-only, hidden, etc., or import the
found files into a microsoft excel spreadsheet. 4team duplicate remover 2.5 also allows the user to
create a new file by copying, moving, or copying and pasting from an existing file. if the file already

exists in another folder, the user may specify which folder to place the copy in. 5ec8ef588b
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